
Provost’s Leadership Academy Subgroup Recommendation on the myData Alternative  

Group members: Teresa Dalton, Sara Wallace Goodman, Celia Goulding, Andrej Luptak, Jaymi 
Smith, Mark Walter; Diane O’Dowd 

The Post-myData work group has been tasked with shaping and streamlining AP-10, the current 
replacement for myData. Specifically, we were asked to develop an efficient scheme for 
categorizing faculty publications/activities that concisely captures important distinctions between 
types of publications/activities.  

Suggested changes to the current AP-10 form from CAP: 
• Find a method to distinguish between academic and peer-reviewed papers versus other 

kinds of scholarly/creative activity; 
• Add a list of five most significant contributions for ease understanding the impact of 

work; 
• Create a clearer method for showing student mentoring information; 
• Acknowledge the distinction between invited and accepted presentations; 
• Determine a more efficient method for listing diversity-related activity; 
• Find a new approach for making publication links available to all CAP members. 

 
Suggested changes to the current AP-10 form from our subgroup: 

• Get rid of extraneous formatting and questions; 
• Provide every faculty member with an automatically-populated page for education, 

previous employment, steps and teaching; 
• Reformat current AP-10 so that it is sectioned-out in a more intuitive way; 
• Create sections for special cases (e.g., the medical school); 
• Create a table of duties performed by faculty for each student ie exams, UROP; 
• Divide peer reviewed vs. non-peer reviewed publication; 
• Create a single section for diversity information. 

 
Our recommendations are divided into two categories – (1) changes to the current AP-10 form 
and (2) suggestions for a yet-to-be-created data bank. 
  

(1) Implemented changes to the AP-10 form 

The changes we made to the current AP-10 form are indicated below, and results in a cleaner 
and less-confusing format. 

1.  Sections I and II – UC Employment History and Teaching Activities will be automatically filled 
from class information and past submissions. 

2. Section IIb: Student Evaluation Summary Table with Average Class & Instructors Scores plus 
number of students responded, will be automatically filled-in from Student Evaluation 
summaries. Notably, there are discussions regarding the validity of using student evaluations to 
assess a professor’s teaching ability or quality. We flag the possibility of reporting a variety of 
measures of central tendency. 

3. Section III =Additional teaching and mentoring related items, is presented in a tabulated form.  
The table helps with efficiency and avoids duplications of items. This section will be for 
mentoring graduate student researchers and includes serving on advancement and thesis 
committees, as well as undergraduate researchers and interns.  We’ve also added a section for 



post-doctoral fellows. 

4. Section IV is for Clinical Faculty only and has sections for Medical and Graduate Student 
Teaching Activity.    

5. Section V is where the teaching/mentoring awards will be cited along with teaching 
innovations. 

6. To place items such as blogs and podcasts and other media items in the AP-10 form, we’ve 
changed the wording of Section VII.C to include that “online publications may be included here” 
as well as under IX B., it now says “additional media resources may be included here”. This 
hopefully allows people to decide the best placement for their particular information. 

7. Section VI is Research and Creative Activities. There was concern from CAP regarding the 
“Intellectual Contributions vs. Artistic” language; this was handled by simply changing 
“Intellectual” to "Original Publications” and separating out peer- and non-peer reviewed. In 
addition, to place items such as blogs and podcasts and other media items in the AP-10 form, 
the wording of Section VIC says that “online publications may be included here” as well as 
under IX B it now says “additional media resources may be included here” to allow people to 
decide placement for their particular information. 

8. Section VII – is the same as above but for activities that have been submitted for review. 
 
9. Section VIII- Priority Research Items. In order to help CAP determine merit for larger 
promotions and steps, this section will list five of the most impactful activities including research 
items from the review period. 
 
10. Section IX Other Research Activities, has a section that is actually confusing to our group 
and most likely to other members of the faculty.  It has a section for “Completed Parts of Larger 
Works” and is confusing to us since our understanding is that in-progress work should not be 
submitted until finished. 

 11. Section X Inventions, Patents, and Copyrights. We created this new section and expanded 
it to recognize licensing, spin-offs, and start-up companies and their funding. 

12.  Section XI Professional Recognition.  To distinguish between plenary and keynote lectures 
along with session chairs and moderator, there is a table where you can indicate the range of 
activities associated with conferences.  There are also sections for accepted presentations and 
other presentations. 

13.  Section XII University and System-Wide Service required no changes aside from 
formatting.     

14.  We added a Diversity Activity section XIII to unify reporting of diversity-related work.  
Previously, questions about diversity were asked multiple times throughout the form, which led 
to both confusion and repetition.  By gathering a written statement in one section, we hope to 
get clearer and stronger feedback without duplication.  This will include work to advance 
diversity and inclusion within classes and mentoring, service, community work, and professional 
and research work. 
 
15. Finally, for a more professional and pleasing look, we have added a UCI Logo to the top of 
the form. 



 

(2) On-Line Faculty Data Hub Proposal Recommendations 
• Generate an online form that will autofill classes and upload selected information from 

previous AP-10 submissions – see next point.  
• Create drop-down menus with information already entered that eliminates repetitive data 

entry including publications. 
• Create webfile guidelines for publication submissions and a secure webfile drive for 

these submissions, publications and associated pdfs. 
• Streamline the process of submission. 
• Design a more user intuitive form to help avoid confusion. Much of this can be done with 

strong visual design and layout. 
 

 


